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Abstract
We address the problem of large-scale annotation of
web images. Our approach is based on the concept of
visual synset, which is an organization of images which
are visually-similar and semantically-related. Each visual
synset represents a single prototypical visual concept, and
has an associated set of weighted annotations. Linear
SVM’s are utilized to predict the visual synset membership
for unseen image examples, and a weighted voting rule is
used to construct a ranked list of predicted annotations from
a set of visual synsets. We demonstrate that visual synsets
lead to better performance than standard methods on a new
annotation database containing more than 200 million im-
ages and 300 thousand annotations, which is the largest
ever reported.
1. Introduction
Many previous works in image annotation have ad-
dressed the problem of predicting generic labels corre-
sponding to parts or objects within the scene, using stan-
dard datasets such as Corel5Kx or IAPR TC12. Most of
these datasets contain on the order of thousands of images
and hundreds of labels. In this paper, we address the anno-
tation problem in the context of web image search, where
the goal is to predict the labels that a user might employ in
searching for a given image. For this purpose we have con-
structed from the web an image annotation dataset of un-
precedented size, containing more than 200 million images
and 300 thousand labels.1
Recently, nearest neighbor-based methods have gained
significant attention and have achieved state-of-the art re-
sults for image annotation tasks. While the nearest neighbor
1This derives from Google Image Swirl project, see [16] for details.
role is appealing due to its conceptual simplicity, in order to
make the method scalable for large datasets it is necessary
to employ techniques like KD-tree or metric tree to group
related images. In contrast, we propose to construct visual
synsets, which are collections of images that are visually
similar and share a consistent set of labels.2 We show that
concept class defined by a visual synset is easier to learn
than the concept class defined by a single label.
Each of the leaves in Figure 1 is a visual synset. Our vi-
sual synset representation is inspired by the recent work of
ImageNet [8], which builds a large scale ontology of images
by manually associating a well-chosen set of images with
each synset in the WordNet ontology. In contrast to this
work, our goal is to automatically generate visual synsets
from a very large collection of images and annotations col-
lected from the web. Thus rather than using a fixed ontology
and a hand selected set of images, we automatically identify
a large set of images which are associated with a particular
concept, and then cluster those images into groups which
are visually similar. For each of these groups we then learn
an associated set of labels which can be used to predict an-
notations.
We compare our visual synset approach to two standard
methods which define the current state-of-the-art. The first
method uses linear SVM [8, 7], in which a model is trained
for each pre-defined attribute label. We refer to this as the
“category level” approach. This method achieved first place
in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
2010 [2]. Another competitor is nearest neighbor matching
with label transfer, which uses a non-parametric data-driven
model [23, 24]. We refer this as the “instance level” ap-
proach. We explore how a linear classifier, combined with
2Our concept of visual synset is a natural visual extension of the origi-
nal concept of synset, which groups English words into sets of synonyms.
In contrast, [27] uses the term “visual synset” to describe a concept which
is different from ours, essentially an extension of bag of words.
a simple voting scheme, can leverage the visual synset rep-
resentation to achieve superior performance in comparison
to these other representations This paper makes three con-
tributions:
• We propose “visual synset” representation for large
scale image annotation which models a collection of
images and their associated annotation labels.
• We demonstrate the superior performance of the visual
synset approach on an annotation task using a large
scale dataset.
• We introduce a large-scale annotation database con-
taining 200 million images and 300 thousand labels.
This is the largest and most complex dataset currently
available for image annotation research.
2. Related Work
The goal of image annotation is to assign a set of labels,
or keywords, to an image. The annotations can be defined
in different ways. In [3], the goal is to associate words with
specific image regions. In [10], attributes are learned to de-
scribe the objects. [24] and [25] have the most similar
goal to ours, which is to provide a “description” of the im-
age which could help with visual search. Our work covers
a larger label space than these previous methods.
Many algorithms have been proposed to solve the image
annotation task. Some works use generative models such as
latent Dirichlet allocation [3], probabilistic latent semantic
analysis [19], and hierarchical Dirichlet processes [26]. It
is unclear how these methods can be scaled to achieve good
performance on web images, as they need to learn the joint
distribution over a very large space of features and labels. In
contrast, our method is easy to parallize and thus is suitable
for web-scale applications. Another nice work [25] learns
a low-dimensional joint embedding space for images and
annotations. Our work uses a similar “embedding” spirit,
but the explicit grouping of images and annotations in our
visual synset representation is more interpretable.
Our visual synset representation is similar to discrimina-
tive models using winner-takes-all among all 1-vs-all classi-
fiers [8], in which the model is learned for each pre-defined
category. Such a representation has two potential draw-
backs. First, a category level representation is too coarse
and many categories are ambiguous and diverse, which
leads to a difficult learning problem if we train a single
model for each category. Second, the winner-takes-all strat-
egy requires the true model be more confident than all other
models, which becomes very difficult as number of labels
increases. In contrast, by constructing visual synsets and
using a voting scheme, we obtain a representation with bet-
ter discriminative power.
Figure 1. Illustration of Visual Synsets. An object class can be
divided into various elementary partitions which share compact vi-
sual similarity, each associated with a set of key words to describe
the semantic meaning.
Our problem formulation is also closely related to many
multi-label prediction works from the machine learning
community. In these works, hierarchical structures such
as tree or DAG are used to model the dependencies be-
tween labels [5, 4]. Another related representation is “in-
stance level” prediction based on k-NN and label trans-
fer [24, 18]. Basic nearest neighbor search does not scale
to large database sizes, thus approximation is inevitable and
is usually based on grouping images. Our method is simi-
lar in that it also involves grouping images. However, our
grouping process leverages structure in both the label space
and the feature space. We demonstrate experimentally that
visual synsets are superior to standard approximate k-NN.
3. Visual Synset Representation
We now describe our method for learning visual synsets.
The first step is to identify visually-similar groups of im-
ages. The next step is to associate each image grouping
with a weighted set of labels. Examples of these weighted
label sets are provided in Figure 1 for three different image
groupings. We now describe these steps in more detail.
3.1. Automatic Image Collection for Visual Synsets
Our goal is to automatically collect a set of images and
cluster them to provide the basis for defining a group of
visual synsets. Each synset should be associated with a
well-defined visual concept, so the problem of predicting
whether a query image is a member of the synset is straight-
forward. However, it is not sufficient to generate candidate
synsets by simply clustering a large set of images based on
visual feature similarity alone. This is because we also want
each visual synset to correspond to a well-defined semantic
concept, as defined by the weighted set of labels associated
with the synset. Intuitively, each synset is voting for a rela-
tively small set of labels with high weights, and the collec-
tion of synsets spans the total label space for the annotation
problem.
To accomplish this goal, we adopt the strategy in [16] to
collect images for visual synsets. We first use the existing
label space in conjunction with image information to parti-
tion the data: For each of our 300K possible labels, we use
Google Image Search to retrieve up to 1K images that are
associated with that label. Note that it is quite possible that
the same image will be returned in multiple searches and
included in multiple synsets. For each set of returned im-
ages (sharing the same label), our goal is to partition them
into groups that are visually compact. The starting point for
clustering is the computation of a pairwise similarity mea-
sure between each pair of images, obtained from a linear
combination of various image features such as color, shape,
local features, face signatures, etc, as well as text features.
We follow the approach of [12] to learn the linear weights.
We cast the problem of finding sets of visually distinc-
tive images as a clustering problem, given computed pair-
wise image similarity. Formally, we denote the training set
indices as X = {x1, x2, ..., xN}, and an exemplar or pro-
totype set indices C = {c1, c2, ..., cK},where C ⊂ X . Each
image xi is associated with an exemplar ck, or L(xi) = ck.
We use affinity propagation [11] (AP) for clustering, as it is
straightforward to incorporate prior information, such as the
relevance ranking of the retrieved images, into the cluster-
ing framework (by adjusting the initial preference scores).
Our goal is to obtain set of exemplars C and their associ-








where S(xi, xj) is the pairwise image similarity, and δi(C)
is a penalty term that equals −∞ if some image xk has cho-
sen ci as its exemplar, without ci having been correctly la-
beled as an exemplar:
δi(C) =
{
−∞, if L(ci) 6= ci but ∃k : L(xk) = ci
0 otherwise.
(2)
Since the labels obtained by image search are inherently
noisy, not all of the images are good exemplar candidates.
We therefore compute an a prior preference score of each
image being an exemplar given this query based on its rel-
ative ranking in the search engine results, and use this to
initialize preference scores for clustering.
This clustering method requires that we determine the
correct number of clusters automatically. For visual cate-
gories, image similarity varies substantially and it’s hard to
decide a universal K that is suitable for all categories. We
address this problem by using the minimum distance be-
tween the clusters to automatically select K. We observed
that the minimum distance is a more robust criteria than K.
In our experiments this global threshold was set manually
Table 1. Example of labels in the same visual synset
label other labels that appear
in the same synset
touch screen phone philips, nokia touch, iphone 3g,
mobile, garmin, gps, gsm
egypt air airlines, embraer 170, airbus, 737,
boeing, star alliance
tiger tattoo dragon tattoo design,
traditional japanese tattoos
facebook facebook profile layout,
facebook page, facebook screenshots
through a separate validation set. After clustering, we re-
moved clusters that have too few images.
We use the images in the same cluster to form a visual
synset. Note that in general we do not expect each visual
group to uniquely define a single semantic concept. There
can be multiple groups representing the same concept, and
their outputs will be combined through a voting process.
3.2. Label Sharing for Visual Synsets
Given a set of image clusters that form the basis for vi-
sual synsets, the next step is to assign labels and weights to
each one. Just as images can be shared by different visual
synsets, labels can be shared as well. This is important for
robustness, as it allows multiple visual synsets to contribute
votes for a particular label. The first step is to identify the
total set of labels that are associated with each image in each
synset, as a result of the image search process that initialized
the clustering stage. We then assign weights based on the
intuition that the most frequently-occurring labels across a
cluster of images are the most important labels for the visual
synset, and should therefore receive the highest weight.
To obtain the weights, we calculate the term frequency-
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF). In each synset, the
term count TF is given by the number of times a given la-
bel appears in that synset. It is normalized to prevent bias
towards synsets that have more images: TFi,j =
ni,j∑
k nk,j
,where ni,j is the number of occurrences of the label li in
synset Sj . The inverse visual synset frequency IDF is cal-
culated as: IDFi = log
|I|
1+|{S:li∈S}| ,in which |I| is the
number of synsets in the corpus, and |{S : li ∈ S}| rep-
resents the number of visual synsets where the label li ap-
pears. Then the final score is Si,j = TFi,j ∗ IDFi.
Figure 1 gives several examples of synset labels and their
associated weights. Although the label “apple” appears in
all three synsets, it has a different weight in each one, due
to the differences in the visual concept which is being mod-
eled. Each synset is described by a ranked, weighted list
of labels. Note that this is a distinction between our ap-
proach and previous works which use only a single label or
multiple equally-weighted labels to describe a class [8, 7].
Table 1 gives additional examples of synset labels, demon-
strating that labels tend to be associated with a consistent
visual concept which is shared by a set of images.
4. Annotation using millions of Visual Synsets
Given the ability to automatically generate visual synsets
by clustering annotated web images, we now describe a pro-
cedure for using millions of visual synsets to predict anno-
tations for unseen images using linear SVM classifiers and
a simple voting scheme.
4.1. Learning Linear Model
After we generate the visual synset, the goal is to learn
a discriminative model for each one to predict the visual
synset membership. We focus on linear SVM classifiers
since the scale of our problem makes it impractical to use
nonlinear models.
During training, each image is represented by a feature
vector. The particular choice of feature representation is
not the key focus of this paper. The method we describe
can be used with any feature representation. For our exper-
iments, we compute various features including color his-
togram, wavelet, local binary patterns, and spatial pyramid
texton over multiple scales. They are then quantized by
clustering on a large corpus of images, which has a sparse
vector representation. L1 Hash is then applied to make the
sparse features dense, and KPCA with Histogram Intersec-
tion Kernel is used to further reduce dimensionality and
place the data in a Euclidean feature space.
Given the training data, we train a one-vs-all linear SVM
model for each visual synset. Due to the scale of our prob-
lem, we need to find an efficient way to train the linear
model. Here we adopted the primal estimated sub-gradient
optimization algorithm introduced in [22]. The run-time
does not depend directly on the size of the training set.
In practice this iterative algorithm converges very fast
and the number of iterations required to obtain a solution
of accuracy ε is O(1/ε) [22]. In our experiments the time
bottleneck is not the computational cost of learning, instead
it is the time required for loading the data.
4.2. Prediction by Voting
The final goal for annotation is to predict a ranked list
of key words for an input image. In our work, the ranking
is naturally incorporated in the visual synset representation
and can be generated with a very simple voting scheme.
We use a vector K to denote the label for a visual synset
and the length of K is the number of all possible labels. If la-
bel j exists in visual synset i, the jth dimension of K would
be the corresponding S computed in section 3.2, otherwise
the value is 0 if the label is not in the synset.
For an input image, we first calculate its feature x and
then pass it to all the visual synset models. If the response
is above a threshold T , we accept this synset. Finally we
simply do label voting by aggregating the label information
associated with all the accepted visual synsets. The label








In which w and b are parameters learned by linear SVM, n is
the number of visual synsets, mi is the number of labels in
each synset. I(·) is the indicator function that only accepts
the responses that are above the threshold.
In contrast to previous exemplar-based work using
learned distances, we discard the SVM output score infor-
mation and make a binary decision for each visual synset.
It is straight-forward to directly compare the SVM output
score of all the 1-vs-all models and predict label ranking
purely based on the score. However, as models are trained
with different instances, there is no theoretical basis for
comparing the SVM scores of different models. Here we
avoid this problem by discarding the SVM score and treat-
ing all the accepted exemplars equally.
One benefit of our method is that it can boost the ranking
of concrete labels (e.g fuji apple) in comparison to general
labels (e.g food). In contrast, when using an ontological
model like WordNet, as in [23], the nodes at the top of the
tree will receive more votes than the nodes at the bottom.
As a result, it is necessary to manually select the level in
the tree and compare the votes of different nodes at that
level. Depending upon the query, the words of interest for
annotation might appear in different levels. In our method,
by grouping images into specific visual synsets and apply-
ing a label weighting technique, we ensure that the concrete
labels which appear more frequently in that synset will re-
ceive appropriate weight.
5. Experimental Results
We conducted two sets of experiments. The first set was
designed to analyze the key assumptions underlying our
construction of visual synsets and assess their discrimina-
tive power. The second set of experiments addressed the
application of the visual synset approach to the large scale
image annotation problem. We compare our approach to
the two standard methods for annotation: nearest-neighbor
classifier, and linear SVMs trained for each annotation la-
bel. Our results demonstrate the superior performance of
the visual synset approach. Finally, we evaluate the gener-
alization ability by testing on a small scale dataset that was
independently collected.
We collected a dataset containing 200 million images
and 300 thousand possible labels. We first constructed a
dictionary containing 300 thousand common English words
which are frequently used in web search. Then for each
word we downloaded up to 1000 images from Google Im-
age Search as described in Section 3.1. The images are
automatically annotated according their queries, tags, and
other processed meta-data. This dataset is the largest ever
assembled for the image annotation problem, both in terms
of number of images and more importantly in terms of the
size of the label space. Detailed description of our dataset
can be found from our project website. 3
We use the same set of visual features in all of our exper-
iments. All of the important parameters are selected using
a separate validation set and are fixed in all experiments.
We also use the same sub-gradient based optimization algo-
rithm to train all of the SVM classifiers.
5.1. Relationship between Semantic Similarity and
Visual Similarity
The success of our visual synset approach is based on
the ability to construct visually-compact sets of images that
share a consistent set of labels. We have designed an ex-
periment to measure the compactness of our synsets. The
starting point is the development of similarity measures for
visual features and label sets.
Given a set of images associated with a keyword (as used
in Section 3.1 to initialize the search for visual synsets via
clustering), each image is represented by a dense vector fea-
ture f . We compute a measure of visual dissimilarity for
the collection of images by summing and normalizing the






||f (i) − f (j)||
For each image, we have a list of labels which can be
represented as a binary vector b indicating whether a spe-
cific word is present or not in this image’s labels. Likewise
for all images in the group, we compute the pairwise inner
product for text vectors, and sum them up and normalize it
by total word number M to form the semantic similarity of
this image group: Ds = 1M
∑
i<j
< b(i),b(j) > . The higher
value, the greater the semantic coherence.
We evaluate the compactness of 1074 image clusters,
which are generated by starting from a list of 1426 of the
most popular words for image searches covering a wide
range of content, and then discarding words that have too
few images associated with them. From the scatter plot in
Figure 2, we can get the general trend: the visual distance
decreases with the increase of the semantic similarity. This
is verified from the blue curve which shows the cubic re-
gression of the result using all 300K categories. It shows
there is positive correlation between semantic similarity and
visual similarity. This result is consistent with a recent pa-
per [9] which contains similar experiments using data from
ImageNet.
5.2. Discriminative Power of Visual Synset
Before applying visual synsets to the image annotation
task, it is important to know the discriminative power of
3http://cpl.cc.gatech.edu/projects/VisualSynset
Figure 2. The distribution of visual and semantic similarity pairs
on 1074 popular categories(scatter), and cubic regression (blue
curve) on all 300K categories.
a single visual synset. We evaluate this by looking at the
discriminative power of the linear SVM classifier trained
on each visual synset. For each visual synset we randomly
sample 70% for training and 30% for testing. We randomly
sampled negative training images, keeping twice as many
negatives as positives. We also sample the same amount
of negative testing images as positive testing images. The
goal is to test whether a given image should belong to that
visual synset or not. We computed AUC (the area under the
ROC curve) for each cluster and evaluated the classification
results by histogram of AUCs.
Since the visual synset leverages both visual and label in-
formation, we make comparisons to alternative partitioning
strategies based on visual features alone and labels alone.
In the case of labels, we directly train an SVM model to
learn the category of all images associated with a single key-
word. This is analogous to a standard image categorization
task, where the keyword can be viewed as a category la-
bel. In the case of purely visual partition, we group together
the images associated with a set of randomly chosen key-
words, and then cluster those images in order to obtain im-
age groups which are based on visual similarity alone from
a randomly-chosen set of images.
The results are shown in Figure 3. It is clear that par-
tition based on label information alone leads to the lowest
distribution of AUC scores, which reflects the semantic gap.
When the data is partitioned based on visual features, the
AUC scores are improved. When we use semantic informa-
tion to help the visual clustering, the resulting visual synsets
have the best discriminative power.
5.3. Large-Scale Image Annotation
5.3.1 Evaluation Metric
It is known that for the image annotation task, precision is
usually more important than recall. It means we can some-
times accept missing labels, but the labels we predict must
be right. In addition, the ranking detail also matters because
the users always want the most accurate annotation to ap-
pear first. Following the standard metrics [25], we provide
precision at the top k of the list (p@k) and mean average
precision, which favors true positives appearing at the top
  (a)   (b)   (c)
Figure 3. (a) Partition based on category. (b) Partition based on
visual feature. (c) Partition based on both visual feature and cate-
gory.
of the list of annotations. The most frequent annotation in
the dataset appears less than 0.01% of the time. We select
another 20,000 web images for testing and remove their du-
plicates in the training set.
5.3.2 Baselines
We compare our proposed approach with the two most pop-
ular formulations: category level and instance level repre-
sentation. Although simple, these representations usually
produce the state-of-the-art results on web-scale image la-
bel prediction applications.
Category level: We directly train a 1-vs-all classifier for
each label. Given a new image, it will get a score from each
classifier. Then we will generate the ranking list by sorting
the predicted labels according to their scores.
Instance level: Since there is no image structure to
model at instance level, we use the nearest neighbor
method. We tested approximate k-NN because exact k-
NN is clearly not scalable. We adopt the standard metric
tree method [6, 17] with a tree of depth p. The tree is bal-
anced by using the median value of data on each node as the
threshold, and the leaf node only contains n/2p of the total
points. For a given new point, we first identify the node that
contains the point and then compute exact nearest neighbor
search within that leaf node. In order to improve the ro-
bustness, we use the spill tree [17], which allows overlap
on the boundary when partitioning the data. When doing
annotations we aggregate the weighted sum of labels from
all of the neighbors to predict the final ranked list. In our
experiments we used p = 8 and 0.1 as the spill factor.
5.3.3 Results
We give quantitative comparison results between our
method and the two baselines in Table 2 and Figure 4(a).
More qualitative results are shown in Figure 3. Even more
examples are included in the supplementary material. We
can see that our method can predict higher quality annota-
tions and rank them more accurately in comparison to the
two baselines.
The category level approach performs the worst. This
is unsurprising due to the increasing difficulty of making
correct category label predictions as the number of labels
increases. For very large numbers of labels, it is difficult
Table 2. Summary of Results on Web-data
Algorithm p@1 p@5 p@10 MAP
Category-level 0.51% 0.36% 0.35% 0.67%
Instance-level 1.13% 0.82% 0.64% 1.86%
Visual synset 1.55% 1.20% 0.97% 2.66%
for the right model to beat all of the others. In the first
example in Table 3, it is reasonable to have a high score
on wrong label “solar power satellite” because the rect-
angle and metal elements make it look like a solar panel.
The instance level approach can achieve better results than
category level. However, the distance between images is
computed purely from visual features and is not reliable for
some far points.
By constructing visual synsets, our method avoids sev-
eral problems with the above baselines. In each synset, the
visually-similar images and semantically-consistent labels
are grouped together, making the output votes more con-
strained than an instance level representation. With the la-
bel sharing and voting scheme, we avoid directly compar-
ing the svm scores. Instead, the right label would appear in
many accepted models and will naturally get a higher rank
through voting.
Parameter setting and alternative choices: The minimum
distance in affinity propagation was selected based on how
well the resulting clusters satisfies a set of similar / dissimi-
lar constraints manually collected for a small set of queries,
and was set to 13.5 in our experiments.
Another choice in the implementation is the clustering
technique. Although affinity propagation(AP) is good at se-
lecting exemplars and thus is a good choice for the retrieval
task, it is still interesting to know how other techniques
perform. We conducted comparisons with hierarchical ag-
glomerative clustering (HAC), spectral clustering (SC)[20]
and K-Means, using experiments similar in [15] to test the
ability to select proper exemplars. We observed that HAC
and SC perform slightly worse than AP, while K-means per-
forms significantly worse than the others.
Computational details: It is a big challenge to deal with
such a huge amount of data. In our experiments, we lever-
age the MapReduce implementation and computer clusters
to train visual synset in parallel. We trained about 2 mil-
lion linear SVM classifiers, one for each visual synset and
the mean training time was 3.5s per visual synset. We used
a cluster of 2000 nodes and the complete process took less
than 45 hours, in which I/O and feature lookup were the
biggest sources of overhead.
5.4. Generalization Capability Test
Standard datasets are not suitable to evaluate the web-
scale image annotation task because the labels in these
datasets are usually too limited and do not contain many
Table 3. Examples of the annotations of three approaches on web data. Ground truth is in the last column.
Image Category level Instance Level Visual Synset Ground Truth
usina nuclear, rain water india, map of india, nokia, nokia n900, n900, mobile, nokia n93,
harvesting, pressure washing, us india map, india maps, nokia internet, gps, qwerty, gps, internet tablet,
military, solar power satellite, potitical map, maps of n810 nokia, keyboard, n810 internet tablet
water pollution, trichy airport, india, nokia n810, nokian810, nokia n810, n93, nokia, n810,
future computers, herniated cartoon, potitical map internet tablet, nokia n810
disc, pollution pictures, india, cartoons, n810 japanese architecture internet tablet
roof construction internet tablet, nokian810 n810 internet tablet nokia n810...
cane corso puppies, molosser, biggest dog, biggest dog, terrier, pitbull, bull pitbull dogs,
baby donkey, pitbull fights, dog ever, biggest dog in terrier, dogs, pit bull american bully,
ezel, heste, silverback the world, caucasian biggest dog, american pitbull puppies
gorilla, gambar monyet, shepherd dog, huge pitfull terrier, pit, pitbull pups
poney shetland, chien pitbull, dogs, pitbull, dogs, big puppies, american pitbull pit bull
pygmy hippo, albino horse dog breeds, donkey dog breeds, pups pit bulls...
yellow, inele, platano, bananas, banana, ring, rings, yellow jewellery gold,
gold jewellery, maiskolben, thermal, sopron map gold, wedding rings, gold jewellery,
lady’s gold rings, gold taco, wedding rings diamond ring, engagement gold jewellery set,
bar, jelly shoes, ring, lemon, salsa, rings, princess cut rings, ring,
pasta shapes, magnesio, yellow gold, taco engagement ring, gold wedding rings
wedges, gold bangles pics, taco bell tacos jewelry, antique rings engagement ring...
popular web annotations such as celebrities or products.
However, since our visual synset representation is designed
to be general purpose and is blind to specific datasets, we
conducted a challenging test of its generalization capabil-
ity, by using it to predict annotations for the standard dataset
MIR-Flickr-25000 [14]. There are several challenges in this
experiment: (1) the standard dataset has a much smaller la-
bel space in comparison to our web data. Specifically, all
25000 images are annotated with 25 general topics like sky,
people, sunset etc. (2) Image annotations are provided by
humans, using a very different process from our work. Note
that in this experiment we use the MIR images for testing
only, and do not include any training step with this dataset.
The goal of this experiment is to provide a challenging
test of the generalization ability of our method, by testing on
a dataset generated using a completely different procedure
from our training set. In testing, we simply passed all the
images into our system and outputed a set of labels for each
image. Since the output label space is significantly larger
than the one in MIR-Flickr, we constructed a mapping be-
tween the two spaces.
We first created a large database of relationships between
labels from webpages and documents using lexico-syntactic
pattern matching [21] by looking for patterns such as: “i is a
k” or “k is i’s parent”. For example, i could be “apple” and
k could be “fruit”. We leverage such a database to do label
mapping. For each label in the MIR dataset, we find all its
children in the Is-A relationship. If our system produces the
child, we will map it to its parent label. For example, if our
system produces “Honda Accord”, it will be mapped to the
label “car” which exists in the ground truth. For the baseline
method, we use the same mapping scheme.
(a) (b)
Result on Web Images Result on MIR-FLICKR dataset
Figure 4. (a) Annotation result on web images (b) Generalization
capability test on MIR-FLICKR dataset
Since such mapping is in general noisy and incomplete,
it is possible that some good annotations cannot be con-
verted to any word in the ground truth. However, our
method still can produce reasonable annotation results, as
shown in Table 4. We also compared our method with the
two baselines described in the previous section. The quan-
titative results are shown in Figure 4. We can see for this
dataset with small label size, our method can achieve as
good result as instance level reresentation and better results
than category level. When using the top 5 labels, it can
achieve a MAP of 32.8%. It is unfair to make direct com-
parisons with other methods because we are using training
images from different sources. But to give a general impres-
sion, in the photo annotation task in ImageCLEF2010 [1]
using this dataset, [13] showed MAP of 36.4% based on vi-
sual features. This experiment demonstrates the good gen-
eralization ability of our visual synset representation.
6. Conclusion
In this work, we proposed the Visual Synset representa-
tion for large-scale image annotation. Visual synsets cap-
Table 4. Predicted keywords for images from MIR-Flickr dataset
people,portrait lake,people people,car animals,food flower,tree
Predicted female,animal structures transport lake,river plant life
annotations plant life animals,sunset animals,bird people food,bird
people,female clouds,sea animals,car,female animals,clouds,lake flower,tree
Human structures sky, sunset people,plant life plant life,river,sky plant life
annotations plant life structures portrait,transport water structures
ture both low-level visual coherence and high-level seman-
tic consistency, and produce better prediction performance
than competing methods based on category-level classifica-
tion and instance-level nearest-neighbor voting. Our work
introduces a dataset collected from the web which contains
200 million images and 300K labels which covers a wide
range of real-world searching behavior. We believe this is
the largest dataset ever assembled for image annotation. We
conducted extensive experiments to characterize the perfor-
mance of our method.
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